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Wayne State University

This hands on session will assist you
with finding and integrating a variety
of online library resources into your
courses, such as books and book
chapters, articles, videos, search
results, data sets and more. We will
also provide suggestions for
partnering with your departmental
librarian liaison to create course
materials specifically tailored to your
course content.









Collaboration at the teaching/learning level
Really, truly make the libraries an integral
part of a course
Use CMS (Blackboard)
Go beyond a list of links to embed resources
into assignments
Engage faculty in information literacy goals



What do you want to share? Information? A
skill set? Demonstrate a resource? Enhance
relationships?
◦ For our workshop:
 Increase collaboration
 Approaching content at the classroom level
 Helping students toward success (common goal)



Outline your content



Think in faculty-speak
◦
◦
◦
◦
◦

Is plagiarism a concern with your students?
Student papers need improvement?
Wikipedia a problem?
Journal cancellation does not mean less access
It’s your collection

Create a very brief outline (3 points)
Share and Discuss





Many faculty mistake facility with Internet
searching with being information savvy.
Inform them about research on students’
information literacy skills (or lack thereof).




Focus on Content development
The Assignment Model

Example of an Blackboard assignment linked to library and other resources
Compare and Contrast Paper
Read the linked article: Community influence on adolescent obesity:
Race/ethnic differences by Wickrama, Wickrama & Bryant (which
appeared in Journal of Youth and Adolescence) and write a 3 page paper
comparing and contrasting the author's analysis with Chapter 6 of our
textbook. Make sure you include a proper APA citation for the article, and
properly cite the article in your paper if you use any quoting, paraphrasing
or summarizing of the text. Make sure your paper has a properly formatted
APA title page. This assignment is due by the beginning of class, Week 6.





Online instructional materials
LibGuides
Ask-a-Librarian





Strengthen connection with liaisons
Use LibGuides to advantage (course guides)
Liaison Librarian buy-in








Center for Teaching and Learning workshops
Humanities Center Brown Bag
The Graduate School
Graduate Assistants Training Session
New Faculty Orientation




What do you call it?
How do you promote it?
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